ABSTRACT The picosecond time-resolved fluorescence decay data of nine single-tryptophan (trp) proteins and two multi-trp proteins in their native and denatured states were analyzed by the maximum entropy method (MEM). In the denatured state (6 M guanidine hydrochloride) a majority of the single-trp proteins show bimodal (at 250C) and trimodal (at 850C) distributions with similar patterns and similar values for average lifetimes. In the native state of the proteins the lifetime distributions were bimodal or trimodal. These results (multimodal distributions) are contradictory to the unimodal Lorentzian distribution of lifetimes reported for some proteins in the native and denatured states. MEM analysis gives a unimodal distribution of lifetimes only when the signal-to-noise ratio is poor in the time-resolved fluorescence decay data. The unimodal distribution model is therefore not realistic for proteins in the native and denatured states. The fluorescence decay components of the bi-or trimodal distribution are associated with the rotamer structures of the indole moiety when the protein is in the random coil state.
INTRODUCTION
The intrinsic fluorescence of proteins due to tryptophan (trp) residues is a valuable spectroscopic property for probing the structure and dynamics of the protein. The fluorescence parameters (quantum yield, absorption and emission spectra, fluorescence, and anisotropy decay parameters) of the indole chromophore in trp are highly sensitive toward the local environment and hence its usefulness as a probe of local structure and dynamics (Weber, 1953; Lumry and Hershberger, 1978; Creed, 1984; Lakowicz, 1983; Eftink, 1991) . However, the very same sensitivity makes it difficult to interpret the fluorescence data of proteins if various possibilities for the local structure of indole exist. There exists a broad consensus for associating the absorption and emission spectral peak positions and peak shifts of the trp residue to the properties of the local environment in terms of polarity, hydrophobicity, or hydrophilicity (Lakowicz, 1983; Demchenko, 1992) . Such a consensus does not exist for the association of other fluorescence parameters, especially those related to the decays of fluorescence and anisotropy with the structure and dynamics. This leads to a situation where identical or similar experimental results are interpreted differently.
A problem that has been discussed extensively concerns the origin of the two fluorescence lifetimes (-0.5 and -3.1 ns) for trp in water at pH 7, whereas the fluorescence decay of indole or N-acetyl tryptophanamide (NATA) is a single exponential (Beechem and Brand, 1985) . One interpretation is based on the structural heterogeneity in the ground state of trp where the local environment (and hence the fluorescence property) of the indole chromophore differs substantially (Szabo and Rayner, 1980; Chang et al., 1983; Petrich et al., 1983) . The principal structural heterogeneity in trp is associated with the three rotamer structures about the Ca-C.
bond, which are long-lived (ms timescale (Ross et al., 1992) ) compared with the ns timescale of the excited state of indole. The short lifetime component is associated with the two rotamers in which indole is closer to the carboxyl group. An alternative model associates the short lifetime component with the unrelaxed excited state of indole and the long component with the relaxed exciplex state. This model requires that the preexponential for the short lifetime component to be negative, which has been experimentally observed (Vekshin et al., 1992) .
The intrinsic fluorescence decay due to trp in several proteins is known to be multiexponential. The fluorescence decay characteristics at room temperature vary widely even for proteins containing only one trp. The experimentally measured lifetimes vary from 0.014 to 9.8 ns (Beechem and Brand, 1985; Tanaka and Mataga, 1992) . Neither the rotamer model nor the exciplex model can explain satisfactorily the widely varying lifetimes for the indole chromophore in the proteins in the native state. In the case of proteins it is necessary to assess the importance of the multiple conformations (microstates) of the protein, which is an additional source of heterogeneity and multiple lifetimes. It will be desirable to establish some experimental conditions where the fluorescence properties of trps in all proteins behave similarly.
Intuitively, one would expect that the fluorescence characteristics of trp to be similar in the random coil state of the protein. Grinvald and Steinberg (1976) found the fluorescence decay of the trp residue is a two exponential in the random coil state, and the lifetimes and amplitudes were nearly the same for several proteins. In recent times it has been believed that the lifetimes are likely to be distributed continuously in proteins and polypeptides (Alcala et al., 1987a,b; Rosato et al., 1990) . Analysis of fluorescence decay data has shown that the distribution is unimodal in the random coil state of the protein (Bismuto et al., 1988; Fernando and Royer, 1992) , and the width of the distribution increases with the chain length (Bismuto et al., 1991) . (Grinvald and Steinberg, 1976) (Swaminathan et al., 1994) . Guanidine hydrochloride (GdnHCl) (molecular biology reagent grade) was obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. Samples were made in deionized water. All other chemicals used were of Analar grade.
Experiments in the presence of denaturant were carried out at least 12 h after the addition of the denaturant to allow for complete unfolding of the protein. Other details regarding experimental conditions are given in the figure legends.
Time-resolved fluorescence decays of the samples were measured using a time-correlated single photon-counting experimental setup described previously (Periasamy et al., 1988; Banker et al., 1989) . The setup uses a continuous wave mode-locked, frequency-doubled Nd-YAG laser-driven, cavity-dumped Rhodamine 6G dye laser operating at a repetition rate of 800 kHz. All samples were excited by 295-nm pulse obtained by frequency doubling the 10 ps-wide dye laser pulse at 590 nm. The full width of the instrument response function is 80-100 ps using microchannel plate photomultiplier (R2809, Hamamatsu Corp., Toyooka, Japan). Fluorescence emission was collected through a 320-nm cut-off filter to exclude scattered photons completely when the monochromator was set at 340 or 360 nm. Use ofa polarizer oriented at the magic angle (54.70) eliminates anisotropy decay artifact in the fluorescence decay data. The fluorescence decays were collected at a time resolution of 37.8 ps/channel. The peak count in the fluorescence decay is between 15 and 20 X 103 counts, unless stated otherwise.
The emission wavelength was kept between 340 and 360 nm for observation of proteins in the native state. For denatured proteins the emission was observed at 360 nm. Protein concentrations were typically 250 j±M for single-trp proteins and 100 ,uM for multi-trp proteins. The control samples, without the proteins, were fluorescence free.
Steady-state fluorescence spectra of all the samples were recorded using a spectrofluorimeter (model RF-540, Shimadzu Scientific Instruments, Kyoto, Japan).
Fluorescence decay analysis
Experimentally measured time-resolved fluorescence decay data, F(t), is a convolution of the instrument response function, R(t), and the intensity
where 2, a, = 1.0, by the iterative reconvolution method (Grinvald and Steinberg, 1974) . Correction factors for the parameters (ai and T.) in successive iterations were determined by the application of Marquardt's method in nonlinear least-squares analysis (Bevington, 1969) . Numerical calculation of the convolution integrals for intensity and partial derivatives were done using the Grinvald-Steinberg recursion equations (Grinvald and Steinberg, 1974) . The mean lifetime Tm = J, aiTi.
Unimodal Lorentzian distribution of lifetimes is described by the following function for the intensity decay: 
where AT is the interval in T space. AT = 0.1 ns for N = 100 for the range of T from 0 to 10 ns. Optimization of the parameters follows the procedure identical to that adopted for the fit of multiexponential function. MEM assumes that the lifetimes are distributed (Eq. 3) in a range of 10 ps-10 ns. The lower limit is a constraint imposed by the experimental technique used in this study, and the upper limit is the maximum lifetime for the chromophore indole experimentally observed (Beechem and Brand, 1985) . The function a(T) describing the distribution is unknown, and a numerical representation for a(T) is obtained as the end result of MEM analysis. Following the procedural recommendations for MEM analysis (Livesey and Brochon, 1987) , I(t) is represented by N exponentials (N = 150) with lifetimes that are equally spaced in log T space. The initial distribution of a(T) is chosen to be an unbiased one, namely a constant value of (1/N) for all lifetimes. This distribution is the appropriate one for the decay data consisting of noise only. For this flat distribution the entropy, defined by Eq. 6, is maximum, and x2, defined by Eq. 7, is very high for fluorescence decay data. S =-2 aj log aj
In Eq. 6 ai is normalized such that Yi ai = 1.0. FQ(ti) and F0(ti) are the calculated and experimental fluorescence intensity at time ti, and m is the number of data points. Data analysis consists of determining a correction vector for ai in the N-dimensional space such that the new set of values of ai minimizes x2 and maximizes the entropy for that value of x2. The analysis continues in successive iterations until x2 is minimized to an acceptable value, usually 1.0, if there is no systematic noise in the fluorescence decay data. The correction vector for successive iterations is determined according to the general algorithm described by Skilling and Bryan (1984) for maximum entropy analysis. a( values are constrained to be positive in the analysis. Positivity of ai is enforced either by dividing the negative values by a constant so that negative values for a1 gradually disappear or by equating them to 0. The former procedure ensures that the final distribution is smooth.
The MEM method has been tested with several data sets for standard samples (NATA, trp, and fluorescent dyes) for which the fluorescence decay is either a single exponential or two exponentials. The MEM method was also tested using synthetic data sets for single-and double-exponential decay kinetics. It was found that the distribution in log T space consists of a single peak (termed as unimodal distribution), and the shape is approximately gaussian if the data set belongs to a case of single exponential decay function. Interestingly, but not surprisingly, the full width at half maximum depends upon the signal-to-noise ratio (or peak count) in the data set (Swaminathan and Periasamy, unpublished) . Similarly, for double exponential decay kinetics, MEM analysis generated a bimodal distribution with two peaks, each of which is again approximately gaussian (Swaminathan and Periasamy, unpublished) . The resolvability of the peaks depended upon the signal-to-noise ratio. Distributions with multiple peaks were therefore resolved into a minimum number of gaussians by a nonlinear least-squares fitting program. For each resolved peak, mean lifetime, (T), and mean amplitude, (a,), were calculated as follows:
where a1 and Ti refer to the points in thejth resolved peak. The global average lifetime (mean lifetime), Tm is calculated using Eq. 10:
The value of Tm obtained by MEM and discrete exponential analysis are comparable.
RESULTS
The fluorescence decays of nine single-trp proteins (including cyclic hexapeptide) were obtained for three experimental conditions: native state at 25°C, denatured state (in the presence of 6 M GdnHCl) at 25 and 85°C. The decay data were analyzed by MEM to fit to a distribution of lifetimes and by Marquardt's method to fit to a sum of exponentials. Fig. 1 , A and B, shows the raw fluorescence decay data of melittin (3 kDa) and human albumin (64 kDa) for the three experimental conditions: native state at 25°C (N), denatured state at 25°C (D), and heat denatured at 85°C (HD). While the fluorescence decay of the relatively small-sized melittin is only moderately affected by the denaturant at 25°C, the change in the decay profile is very substantial in the case of human albumin. The fluorescence decays of melittin and human albumin are similar in the presence of denaturant. The decay profiles become virtually identical at 85°C in the presence of the denaturant. The substantial quenching of fluorescence at 85°C in both the cases is largely a temperature effect. The shapes of the fluorescence decays of other proteins are also similar at 25°C and nearly identical at 85°C to those of melittin and human albumin in the presence of the FIGURE 1 (A) Fluorescence intensity decay of melittin. Native (N) in 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.0 at 25°C; denatured (D) in 10 mM NaH2PO4, 1 mM EDTA, 6 M GdnHCl, pH 7.0 at 25°C; heat denatured (HD) in 10 mM NaH2PO4, 1 mM EDTA, 6 M GdnHCl at 85°C. Tris buffer was used in the native condition (N) to prevent the formation of melittin tetramer. Excitation was at 295 nm, and emission was observed at 360 nm for all conditions. The decay parameters for N, D, and HD are given in Tables 1, 2 , and 3, respectively. See Materials and Methods for other details. (B) Fluorescence intensity decay of human albumin. Native (N) in 10 mM NaH2PO4, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.0 at 25°C; decays (D) and (HD) stand for the same conditions as mentioned in (A). Excitation was at 295 nm, and emission was observed at 340 nm for N and at 360 nm for D and HD. The decay parameters for N, D and HD are given in Tables 1, 2 , and 3, respectively. See Materials and Methods for other details.
denaturant. The differences in the fluorescence decay profiles in the native state and the similarity of the profiles in the denatured state are revealed in the quantitative analysis of the data by MEM. Fig. 2 , A-C, show the distributions of lifetimes obtained for the best MEM fit of the fluorescence decays of nine single-trp proteins in the native (25°C, pH 7), denatured (25°C, pH 7, 6 M GdnHCl), and heat-denatured (85°C, 6 M GdnHCl) conditions, respectively. The distribution is either bimodal or trimodal in the native state. In the presence of denaturant the distribution is bimodal at 25°C (except monellin) and trimodal at 85°C (except SOD). Inspection of Fig. 2 , A-C shows that the distribution profiles that vary widely for the nine proteins in their native states become similar in the presence of 6 M GdnHCl at 25 and 85°C.
The numerical results of the distributions for all proteins for the three conditions are collected together in Tables 1-3. The decays were fitted to a sum of exponentials and to a distribution of lifetimes using the MEM. The parameters obtained from the discrete exponential fit and the distribution fit are given in the first and second row, respectively. See the legend to The decays were fitted to a sum of exponentials and to a distribution of lifetimes using the MEM. The parameters obtained from the discrete exponential fit and the distribution fit are given in the first and second row, respectively. See the legend to Fig. 2 Fig. 1 A) to a discrete sum of exponentials and a distribution of lifetimes given by the maximum entropy method. The decay parameters are given in Tables 1, 2 , and 3, respectively. The symbols N, D, and HD stand for the same conditions as described in Fig. 1 A. of lifetimes. This method assumes the number of peaks in the distribution (unimodal, bimodal, etc.) and the shape of the distribution function (Lorentzian, Gaussian, etc.; Alcala et al., 1987a,b) . The method has been widely used for the analysis of fluorescence data of proteins in the native and denatured states (Rosato et al., 1990; Mei et al., 1992; Bismuto et al., 1988 Bismuto et al., , 1991 Fernando and Royer, 1992; Gryczynski et al., 1988) . The use of a Lorentzian function for the distribution was sought to be justified based on a model of distribution of fluorophore in a continuously varying microenvironment (Alcala et al., 1987a) . However, the validity of this model for proteins has not been tested adequately.
MEM makes no assumptions about the distribution shape or the number of modes, and hence, there is no bias to any particular physical model or mathematical equation for the distribution. If the distribution of lifetimes is truly unimodal, MEM ought to have returned that distribution as final. This was not the case in any of the proteins in the native or in the random coil state. The distributions were either bimodal or trimodal in all. We examined the time-resolved fluorescence decay of melittin in the denatured state (6 M GdnHCl at 25°C) for various data acquisition conditions to see if we could ever recover a unimodal distribution as the MEM solution. Indeed, we were able to get such a unimodal distribution when the time-resolved fluorescence decay was poor in signal-to-noise ratio. The fluorescence decays of melittin in the presence of GdnHCl (6 M) were collected at a time resolution of 37.8 ps/channel for different peak counts, 1000, 5000, 10,000, and 20,000. The total counts in each of these decay profiles were 8.2 X 104, 4.2 X 105, 8.5 X l05, 1.7 X 106 counts, respectively. Since the statistics of noise distribution in fluorescence counting are well known (the standard deviation being N\N where N is the photons counted) the signal-to-noise ratios at the peak of their emission are -31, -71, -100, and -141, respectively. Analysis of the decays by MEM gave distributions of lifetimes as shown in Fig. 4 . As seen in Fig. 4 , a unimodal distribution could be obtained only if the peak count is 1000 or less. Resolution of an additional peak begins to show up at improved, higher signalto-noise ratio.
We examined also the feasibility of fitting the timeresolved fluorescence decay data directly to a unimodal Lorentzian distribution function. The fit was found to be adequate for the data set with 1000 counts at the peak, but the fits were increasingly poor for the data sets with higher peak counts. The results are summarized in Table 4 . It was noted that the mean lifetime and full width at half maximum were nearly the same for all data sets. However, the high x2 value and the nonrandom distribution of weighted residuals (not shown) are sufficiently strong evidence that the unimodal Lorentzian function is not supported by the data. Thus, we conclude that a good fit of the unimodal Lorentzian distribution lifetimes is an artifact of insufficient information in the fluorescence data.
The most significant feature of the lifetime distribution patterns presented in Fig. 2, A-C See the legend to Fig. 4 for experimental details. * Full width at half maximum.
( Fig. 2 B) and 85°C (Fig. 2 C) , when compared with the dissimilar patterns obtained for the native state (Fig. 2 A) . The common features for most of the denatured proteins is the bimodal (at 25°C) or trimodal (at 85°C) distribution of qualitatively similar shapes and relative amplitudes. These common features in the distribution oflifetimes suggest common structure, which is the random coil state of the protein.
There are, however, exceptions to the generality. For example, in the presence of the denaturant, the distribution for monellin at 25°C is trimodal with an extra peak at 6.4 ns and the distribution for superoxide dismutase at 85°C is bimodal. In addition, there are substantial quantitative deviations among the similar distribution patterns. For the distributions at 25°C these deviations are 1) resolution of the peaks (the peaks in subtilisin Carlsberg were not resolved), 2) position of the peaks, 3) average lifetimes and amplitudes (see Table  2 ), and 4) the global average lifetime Tm (which varies from 1.57 to 2.66 ns). Similar quantitative deviations are also observable in the distribution patterns at 85°C. These deviations are attributable to the sequence specificity of the protein in the random coil state. Interestingly, the quantitative and qualitative results of the distribution of lifetimes for the multi-trp proteins lysozyme and barstar in their denatured state (6 M GdnHCl) are also similar (distributions not shown) to those of the singletrp proteins. This indicates that the multi-trp proteins are also in their random coil state and the different trps in the same polypeptide chain have similar fluorescence decay characteristics.
Indeed, one would expect that the fluorescence decay of the trp residue in any polypeptide to be identical if the polypeptide is in the truly random coil state. However, marginal differences in the fluorescence decay could arise depending upon the location of the trp residue (Chen et al., 1987) in the chain and the neighboring residues. For example, quencher groups (e.g., sulfhydryl or carboxyl) in the adjacent residue may reduce the lifetime of indole (Demchenko, 1992) . A trp at the end of the chain may be more dynamic than one in the middle of the chain. Certain protein-specific features may also be responsible for some deviations. For example, in lysozyme containing six trps the energy transfer quenching is possible even in the random coil state. In superoxide dismutase the tight binding of the metal ion (Zn2+ or Cu2+) in the random coil state could quench the fluorescence. These factors can explain the quantitative variations in the decay parameters for the single-and multitrp proteins in the random coil state.
There has been extensive work on the assignment of the multiple lifetimes of trp in proteins and polypeptides (Beechem and Brand, 1985; Tanaka and Mataga, 1992; Swaminathan et al., 1994) . The two fluorescence lifetimes for the free trp in water has been assigned to the rotamer structures about the Ca C, bond, which makes the indole group proximal to the carboxyl group in two of the three structures (Szabo and Rayner, 1980) . The rotamer structures themselves are estimated to be long-lived (upper limit of time constant _103 s-) in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments (Ross et al., 1992) , and hence the rotamer structures would show up as distinctly different species in the nanosecond time scale fluorescence experiments. The fluorescence decay of a trp analog that has restricted rotation about the Ca-C, bond is biexponential, which correlated with the two conformational population derived from NMR (Colucci et al., 1990; McMahon et al., 1992) . The combined study of fluorescence decay and NMR of trp containing polypeptide has shown that the population of the three rotamers derived from NMR experiments were in excellent correlation with the amplitudes of the three fluorescence decay components (Ross et al., 1992) . In view of all these previous studies one can reasonably conclude that the bimodal distributions of lifetimes of trp observed for the proteins in their random coil state at 25°C (Fig. 2 B trimodal distributions at 85'C the peaks are well resolved and the distribution is resolvable as a superposition of three gaussians (in the log T space), with the exception of superoxide dismutase (the third peak at -1 ns is not resolved well). The width of the individual components (Fig. 2 C) , especially the middle one, which is also the most dominant one, is relatively constant in all except myelin. It is less likely that the distributions of lifetimes indicate a continuous distribution of microenvironment. It is more plausible that the widths of the component peaks in the trimodal distribution at 85°C are indications of limitation of information in the data. The fluorescence decay is essentially a three-exponential function corresponding to the three rotamer structures.
The distribution of lifetimes at 25°C in the presence of denaturant is bimodal for all the proteins except monellin (Fig. 2 B) . This similarity of distributions is strong evidence that the protein is unfolded to a random coil state. However, the bimodal distributions were not identical in all. Unlike the results of proteins in the native form or those of denatured ones at 85°C, there is an important difference in the results of discrete exponential analysis and those of distribution analysis. The distributions are bimodal for all except monellin, whereas a two-exponential fit was not adequate for any of the single-trp proteins. However, the average lifetime, which is a measure of the quantum yield calculated from both the fits, is nearly the same. The average lifetimes are not the same for all. This could indicate the importance of local structural properties near the trp region. It is now believed that unfolding of the proteins by denaturants need not lead to a completely random coil state of the polypeptide. Residual structures, especially those that pertain to very early folding intermediates, may persist in an otherwise random coil state. These residual structures may not be large enough to be detected in circular dichroism but detectable in NMR experiments (Neri et al., 1992) . It has been found that a small segment of polypeptide (5-6 residues, including a trp) can form a hydrophobic cluster in urea denaturation of 434-repressor protein (Neri et al., 1992) . Trp, being an aromatic amino acid, could also be a nucleation center for hydrophobic structure formation. The fluorescence property of trp is therefore highly susceptible to the identity of the neighboring residues. There is very little information at present on the effect of neighboring residues on the fluorescence of trp. The quantitative differences in the decay parameters observed for the denatured proteins, which are apparently in their random coil state, may be attributed to differences in the local structure. In contrast to the results at 25°C, the average lifetimes (and other decay parameters) for denatured proteins at 85°C are relatively closer to each other. It appears that the local structures at 25°C are destroyed at high temperature, and the polypeptide is truly in the random coil state at 85°C.
The results for cyclic hexapeptide are worth discussing as a special case because this does not have secondary or tertiary structures in the "native" form, and this molecule cannot form a random coil under any condition. The residues adjacent to trp (see Table 5 for the sequence) do not have long side chains (like leucine) for structure-forming hydrophobic interaction with indole. The distribution of lifetimes is trimodal, and the discrete exponential fit indicated a threeexponential function. Three lifetimes are also found in other trp-containing small polypeptides (Ito et al., 1993; Chen et al., 1991) . These three lifetimes are attributable to the rotamer states. In the presence of 6 M GdnHCl the distribution becomes bimodal and the average lifetime decreases from 1.78 to 1.58 ns, indicating quenching interaction of indole with GdnHCl. However, 6 M GdnHCl does not quench the fluorescence of NATA or that of trp (the lifetime(s) are about the same as in the absence of GdnHCl), but the fluorescence of indole is quenched (the lifetime decreases from 4.38 to 3.50 ns). The quenching mechanism is not clear at present. To understand this quenching mechanism it is necessary to have quenching data for several trp-containing dipeptides and tripeptides.
We now come to the interesting question of the physical significance of the multimodal distributions of lifetimes in proteins in their native state. Multimodal distribution is an indication of one of the following situations: 1) rotamer states for trp residue, 2) long-lived microstates or conformations of the protein in which the local environments near the trp residue are different, and 3) in the case of multi-trp proteins, differences in the local environment of trp residues. A combination of these three factors could also be envisaged in some cases. In situations where only case (1) is operative, the distribution may have a maximum of three peaks (trimodal) corresponding to the three rotamer populations. Multimodal (above three) distribution of lifetimes is an unambiguous The fluorescence emission maximum on excitation at 295 nm is also listed for the native condition (pH 7.0, 25°C). * Protein sequences were obtained from the SWISS-PROT protein sequence databank (Bairoch and Boeckmann, 1992) .
indication for the presence of more than one microstate or conformation of the protein, as observed in apocytochrome c (Vincent et al., 1988) . None of the single-trp proteins studied by us has given distributions beyond trimodal. The distribution of lifetimes for the single-trp proteins in the native state ( Fig. 2A) shows considerable variation in the profiles. Among these, the profiles for glucagon, melittin, and RNase Ti appear similar but the structural or spectroscopic details differ substantially for these three. Table 5 gives the sequence details in the neighborhood of trp residue, the fluorescence emission maxima, and the chain length as the number of amino acid residues. The emission maximum at 328 nm in RNase Ti suggests that the trp residue is buried inside, which is confirmed in the x-ray structure (Heinemann and Saenger, 1982) , but the red-shifted emission in glucagon and melittin suggests that the tryptophan is solvent exposed. There is no obvious correlation between the macroscopic structural and spectroscopic details of the proteins and the observed lifetime distributions that are determined by the microscopic structure and dynamics in the trp region. The bimodal and trimodal distributions for the native proteins can be resolved into two or three gaussian profiles, each of which may be thought to represent a lifetime component. Unlike the distributions for denatured proteins, the width of the gaussian profiles varies substantially among the proteins in the native state. The width indicates either a genuinely heterogeneous microenvironment near the trp residue or the limitation of information in the fluorescence data. Resolution of this dilemma requires a systematic study of fluorescence decays of selected proteins, like human albumin, at various peak counts and time resolutions. This work is in progress.
